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Intelligent
Virtual
Assistants (IVA) –
Introduction
There’s something quite comforting
about the old school way of banking.

Well, before the advent of
technology & smartphones, Apple
Pay, Google Pay, or any of the
banking apps, the concept of
banking was very personal. Gone are
the days when you had to visit the
nearest branch, wait in line, fill out
forms etc tomake a transfer. Today,
everything is automated and
technology hasmade life easy, with
Intelligent Virtual Assistants and
other tech solutions.

The image shows how the customers
have evolved, and the way they use
online/mobile apps for their banking
transactions,
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Use of Mobile & Online Aps For Different Banking Activities By
Mobile Banking Users



The Intelligent Virtual Assistant is basically an
entity that is tucked away inside a software
that can interfacewith human beings in a very
humanway. You get interactive voice
responses; make conversation as if youwould
with another person and obtain information or
make requests when needed.

FinTech needs amention here; it plays a big
role in disruption and innovation
in the financial sector. Financial institutions
are feeling the heat from the Fintech
innovators.

Amazon Echo/Dot has Alexa, Google Home
hasGoogle Assistant andApple has Siri. Ask
them a question, and voila, within a second
you get options to choose from.

Siri:
What was the
last payment I
made using the
credit card?

Alexa:
When is my
next monthly
payment due
on the loan I
took?



67%Believebusiness is
at risk
Majority of incumbents fear that a substantial
portion of their business is at risk of being lost to
FinTech competitors.

Payments and funds transfer are most at risk,
followed by lending and wealth management.

It is quite clear that these Virtual Assistants are here to stay.
They function effectively in any environment, it does not matter
if it is your home or office, or a public space. You do not need to
program them, or key in data that will be useful in the space you
are using it in. You can keep them around for as long as
you need them, short term or long term, that is the only choice
you need tomake.

You speak, and they respond..

Reduce call demand, increase self-
service

Invest in new technologies

Improve revenue- generation
activities

Manage labour costs

Improve first-call resolution

Improve customer education

57%

47%

38%

28%

26%

23%

*The online survey was conducted with -50 customer-care executives
betweenMar 29- May 27, 2016 and complemented by in-person interviews.
[McKinsey & Company]

What Are The Top 3 Customer Care Priorities In Next 5
Years?



Role of IVA in the Financial Sector &
Banking

Banks recognize digital technologies as a powerful tool to leverage on to
increase their profits, better regulatory compliances and transform customer
experience as well. The need for remotemobile access has now become a
mandate given the entire COVID-19 situation and rising competition. Going
forward, we can expect digitization to play amuch bigger role, as banking
institutions find innovative ways to continue serving their customers with little
to no hiccups.

Digital adoption involves not just digitization of services, but several
capabilities including artificial intelligence, advanced analytics, process
automation, andmore. Probably themost obvious way in which AI has
become an integral part of the financial services industry is through
‘Virtual Assistants’ to enhance customer service levels. It is not far when
holographic bank tellers might become a common scene across banks.
[Refer image below]

DataAnalytics,MobileAndAIWill
EmergeKey FinTechCapabilities.

69% to spend on data analytics

55% to spend onmobile technologies

36% plan to spend to develop their AI capabilities



Core business
process
[eg. mortgage, origination,

SMB lending] STEP 01 STEP 03 STEP 05

STEP 02 STEP 04

Increased Transparency
Throughout Process

Clear view of end-to-end workflow for
better work planning

Decreased back & forth between
stakeholders as all information required
tomake decisions is available on one
platform

KnowledgeAnd Expertise
Codification

Immediate access to expertise and
documents relevant to the process; sub-
step for problem solving and decision
making support

Real-TimeUpdates And
Reporting

Real-time view of changes and needs to
support quick decisionmaking and
streamline processes

EmbeddingDigital Collaboration Into ProcessWorkflowsCanUnlock
EmployeeProductivity



Accounting

Customer
service

Sales &
marketing

Fraud & cyber
security

Business
process
management

Risk
management &
compliances

Financing &
loans

Internal
audit

Wealth
management

Asset
management

IVA, theGamechanger
To explain in simple terms, the IVA is a chat program
except here instead of automated responses, you get
specific responses. It could be in chat format or
conversation, either ways when a customer logs into
their account, they need to have someone available to
resolve any queries that might crop up.

With Intelligent Virtual Assistants, businesses are
able to achieve,

Joy Savings
By providing a
customized
experience

By identifying
new revenue
opportunities

By creating
personalized
connections

By automating
customer
support

Growth Retention

Areaswhere
banks are utilizing
Intelligent Virtual
Assistant [IVA]



HowBanksbenefit from
Intelligent Virtual
Assistants

IVAs provide the timely assistance; simplify banking
processes and are a constant support for the users.
Intelligent Virtual Assistant can help organizations deliver
high levels of self-service. With banks or credit card firms,
using conversational User Interface (UI) is the best way
ahead. On the other hand, chatbots have been attracting
attention across industries, including the Banking &
Financial sector and are currently viewed as the opportunity
to create differentiation in the crowded landscape.

Voice

Voice and text-based
conversational support.

Language

The system responds in the language
spoken by the customers; so language
is not a barrier.

Muiltichannel
IVA can integrate across multiple
channels, applications, and sources
creating a seamless customer
experience.

According to a study done by eMarketer,

nearly 35.6million Americanswill
rely on a voice-activated digital
assistant device like Google Home
or Amazon Echo once amonth.

We are sure this number is bound to rise with
time, and so will the IVA based services offered
by the Banks & others in the Financial industry.



Provides instant response to any
querywithout any delay ormaking
the customerwait

Restricts response format to easy-to-
understand text, images and unifiedwidgets

for better understanding

Ability to seamlessly interpret
languages commonly conversed in

Provides the same experience
irrespective of the channel-mobile, web,

etc

Available round-the-clock for conversation
with customers.

Capable of remembering customer preferences
and uses other history to suggest products, learn
from customer responses to products advertised,
and cross-sells effectively

Improves efficiency and reduces TAT through
quick information delivery; performs
mundane tasks at high speeds

Provides specific user input at each point, learns from customer
feedback and follow-up queries and improvises, thus enhancing the
user experience

Instant Simple Interface

Real Language

Channel agnostic

24/7

Sales booster

Better interactions

Greater efficiency

Awell-
designed
chatbot



BusinessCases of IVA

Based on a survey by National Business Research Institute, it is
shown that over 32% financial institutions use IVA with voice
recognition and predictive analytics. Some of the Banks that
have successfully used AI to revolutionize the way they are
connecting with customers are:

State Bank of India [SBI]-
A Fortune 500 company, SBI is
powered with a strong
interface based AI service
called SIA. SIA has helped the
bank save over $1.72 million
USD in just 17 months by
handling 99% of inquiries that
came into the system.

YES Bank
Another renowned Bank, YES Bank has ‘YES ROBOT’, the 24*7
personal chat assistant that users can access without installing an
additional app. This system has helped the bank save over $56k
USD in cost savings in 17 months. Customers of the bank can share
their queries round the clock with the IVA system and have them
resolved instantly.

HDFC Bank [EVA] & HSBC
[Amy]
These are banks that have adopted
this technology, enabling
customers to reach them and have
their issues sorted with ease.
There has also been an increase in
percentage of customers retained
and new customers earned by
these banks.



Benefits of IVA
The IVA system acts as the interface between the Bank and
the customers, resolving queries, offering seamless
transactions andmore. Some of the key benefits of
Intelligent Virtual Assistants are:

Lead generation
When the IVA system initiates a
conversation with the user, the data
gathered can help them gauge their
interest and convert them to a customer.
Gone are the days when businesses relied
on emails andmessages to attract
customers.

Cost effective
Having an inbuilt IVA in one’s mobile app and website involves installing the
same one time, and therefore it proves economical for the business. It might
require an update, but that is again not too often.

Hybridworkforce
Virtual assistants offer two capabilities- banks can implement the tech into
their front end and back end services, and secondly it helps supplement
customer service centers. Subsequently, enterprises can build a hybrid
workforce; a combination of humans and AI powered IVAs. The repetitive
routine tasks can be assigned to the digital taskforce, while employees can
focus on other aspects of business.

Going beyond chatbots
Digital assistants fitted with cognitive intelligence capabilities are going to
be the next big thing. Unlike the basic chatbots, these digital techs develop
few cognitive abilities through the advanced Natural Language Interface
(NLI), which in turn can process customer queries in more ways than one and
understand them far better. This comes in handy when customers switch
between departments when sharing their queries. Conversational solutions
with AI are soon going to be seen across banking & financial institutions to
drive operational efficiencies and higher customer engagement.

Feedback gathering
Having a conversation will help draw
customers to share feedback than a
feedback formwithmultiple-choice
questions in them. Customers will also be
more willing to share information to
someone who is almost human than to an
automated service.



Customer services
One of the visible shifts through AI-powered customer service solutions is the
ubiquity. With virtual agents available round the clock [they don’t tire, or need
breaks], and across various channels, it is a win-win for both the customer and the
company. Customers are happy to receive responses instantly and complete
transactions in no time. Banks on the other hand are seeing increased customer
satisfaction levels, in spite of less human interactions.

Better insights and improved security
Understanding the customer, and gaining insights is a key driver that motivates
banks to invest in AI & other analytical tools. The processing of high volume of
data, with analysis capabilities helps them process faster and better. Similarly,
real-time data mining is used to improve security elements within the system [few
AI tools have built-in privacy features.

Just aswith every new technology,
Intelligent Virtual Assistants [IVA] too
has a few drawbacks, whichwill be
ironed out with time,making them
perform better. As virtual assistants
becomemore popular, and
increasingly intelligent; their
cognitive abilities will also develop,
which translates to better services for
the customers of these banks. The
end result is tailored financial
services at lower cost.



The Future – Evolution&what to
expect
According to a study by Deloitte, AI is the way forward, providing the foundation
for increased businessWhat is more, it has the ability to transform customer
experiences and bring about new possibilities in the Banking sector. The
bottom-line being, interaction and conversation are what make all the
difference.

Experiences & relationships
In areas such as peer to peer payments or makingmoney transfers that do not
require a cheque, the new age technology has revolutionized the way business is
done. For all you know, in the future the IVA could even suggest howmuch you
need to save tomake endsmeet or give you a heads-up on the due date for your
installment payment.

Virtual Advisor
In the future, Banks would be switching gears to think proactively, foresee what
their customers might desire and provide that service through the IVA for no
additional fee. Since the virtual assistant has full access to the customer’s
banking activities, it would be possible to give them suggestions or advice on
how to plan their finances better- reduce overdraft, earnmore interest, pick a FD
or other services and so on. The IVA would be guiding the customer towards a
better financial future.

AI is probably themost important thing
humanity has everworked on.
- Google CEO Sundar Pichai

Engagement and value add
While the voice service has been working wonders the past few years, for
all we know the future could have an IVA that recognizes emotions and acts
accordingly. The systemwill only process data that is required and help
solve problems or issues. The user will have the freedom to share data,
receive advice and proactive alerts.

One of the key advantages of integrating any form of automation or IVA is
the initiation of a digital workforce that can be scaled up or down
depending on the volume of work. Apart from this, these systems can also
be integrated with other technologies, such as OCR, ML and NLP to offer
seamless flow of transactions.



Neutrinos LowCode Platform is an all-
in-one, single vendor DX platform for
building interaction designmodels and
user-driven experiences across all
channels with best-in-class software
and integration capabilities. It combines
the speed and ease of low-code
development with the flexibility of web
for mission critical applications.

Our customer-success driven
philosophy fuels all of our decisions and
actions, transforming your employees
and users’ digital and in-person
journeys. We ensure our customers are
supported in these new environments by
providing themwith a powerful low-
code platform, a range of pre-built
experience-driven solutions and an
extraordinary team that wants you to
succeed.

TheNeutrinos
Advantage

Speed &Agile

Delivery

Capability &

Innovation

Experience

Management

RevenueGrowth

Business Benefits



TheNeutrinos Digital Banking Solutions

Digital Experiences
Create intelligent, data
driven, customer-centric
experiences.

Modernised Core
Systems
Integrate technologies like
AI, ML and RPA in banking &
financial services for faster,
more transparent and
automated processes.

Improved Productivity
&Operational
Efficiency
Automate and transform
business processes for
faster TAT, maximised
efficiencies, minimal
expenditures and efforts.

Hyper Personalization
Create intelligent
omnichannel experiences
tailored for the segment of
one.

Unified view
Customer 360°: A single
window view of the
customer with data unified
from both structured and
unstructured sources, to
enable superior customer
engagements.

Multi-channel Account
Origination
Empower customers and
agents with quick, easy and
seamless digital account
opening in just a few steps.

Billing Solutions
Billing simplified with cross
channel information
integration, multiple
currency transaction
capabilities, product
parameters, class, and
catalogue based sanity
checks.

Payment Solutions
Provide reliable, secure and
user-friendly e payment
solutions, with all
regulatory rules and
documentary evidence
requirements enforced.

Self Service Banking
Kiosk
Enable customers to
transact, complete
authentications and
verifications, or perform
remedial actions on kiosks,
before raising support
requests for faster
resolutions.

Talk to us!

https://goneutrinos.com/contact-us/
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Neutrinos is a Multi-experience Development company that
offers a platform to ideate, transform, and build complex
enterprise applications within days – or sometimes hours.
Neutrinos is headquartered in Singapore and has operations
across South Africa, South East Asia, India, Australia, the UK
and the USA.

comms@neutrinos.co

www.goneutrinos.com


